Shank Toolholder

with high pressure internal coolant supply for longer tool life and higher productivity.
Shank Toolholder with high pressure coolant supply

For VDI face tooling turret

- Screw to release clamping wedge
- Optional external coolant supply (nozzle separately available)
- VDI double serration for higher flexibility
- Adjustment range for shank tool

For VDI radial tooling turret

- Screw to release clamping wedge
- Optional external coolant supply (nozzle separately available)
- VDI double serration for higher flexibility
- Adjustment range for shank tool
internal coolant supply

Examples for different types

VDI

OD cutting holder for VDI face tooling turret

Bolt-On

OD cutting holder

OD cutting holder for VDI radial tooling turret

Face cutting holder